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Providence worked hard to become one of the first women to join her pararescue squad. It was

difficult being one of the guys and yet not, all at the same time, but she was up for the task. Besides,

there was nothing more satisfying than helping your fellow man, it was what she was born to do.

Never in a million years did Providence expect to find herself abducted from a routine mission off

the Florida coast by...ALIENS.Dagaa and Madhava, once enemies, became fast friends after a

centuries long civil war. Both of them were beyond ready to see Cadi enter a new era. But now they

face a new battle, convincing all of Cadi to embrace and rescue the Toufik, their former slaves, from

a dying planet. It wasn't going to be an easy task. Infighting threatened their hard won peace and

put Cadi at risk from a new foe.With so much at stake Madhava and Dagaa are blindsided when

they find a fiery-haired human female on their enemy's ship. Providence's bold and loving nature

awakens a side that both warriors had long since forgotten. The only problem, can Dagaa and

Madhava share her affection, and can Providence withstand the love of not just one, but two

overprotective warriors. Only fate knows a warrior's providence.Note: This book involves M/F/M

scenes.
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Inexpensive, easy to read, and entertaining.Similar to the first book, this one was riddled with

punctuation errors and missed words and phrases. The characters are great, and I'm a sucker for

military heroines. The fact that Providence was trained for her adventures made this book a lot

easier to get into than the first one. And like the first one, the hot bits are hot. Although I enjoyed the

'set society expectations' on its head aspect of Providence running counter the submissive nature of

the alien females on her new planet, I found myself frowning at the dismissive attitude toward the

less-aggressive alien females. I'm not a fan of the 'one perfect type of woman' format. (Or any other

subset of people).The book and the heroine would have been more interesting if there had been a

valuable female character who was comfortable in a more reticent and beta role.

I can't really say enough about this story it was recommended me my friend and it is just amazing to

believe there is no doubt it's something I will come back to several times Mrs. West has outdone

herself. Gisele was amazing and then this just blew my mind and the ending was perfect for the s***

storm that rolled through I was just that yardageYou never know the author has also inspired me to

continue to work on my own book and it eventually get it published Wednesday

Since the Toufik males helped Daimio Kadan win the Cadi civil war it is only right the Cadi attempt

to save the race. The adventure of Providence, Dagaa and Madhava will have you on the edge of

your seat. Let Ms. West take you on a sexy and at times scary ride to save the gentle Toufik race.

This is the second book of the Cadi Warrior Series and is just as good as the first. The characters

are strong and the story line is well though out. I can wait to start the third book in the series

because Stephanie West has me hooked.

The first book in this series was much better. I found this book to be too wordy and very boring in

many places. I tried to skim and get thru the majority of it. Also, I didn't like how the author put so

much of her political opinions in the novel. I will not read another one of her books because after

reading two of them, they were not entertaining enough to be worth my time.

I love reading about comparable alien males with strong human females human males don't have

enough imagination! Keep the stories coming!

I actually enjoyed this book more than the first. You never knew what was going to happen. It kept



you guessing until the end. I loved how you learn more about the characters culture and home in

this book.

I liked this story and the characters as well. I think bringing another human to the planet was a great

idea and she fit into the story very well. It was an enjoyable read, thanks Stephanie.

Nice effort for the second book. I buy her books without a sample first.
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